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OBJECTIVES: The genetic basis of colorectal cancer (CRC) is not completely specified. Part of the difficulty in mapping
predisposition genes for CRC may be because of phenotypic heterogeneity. Using data from a population genealogy of Utah
record linked to a statewide cancer registry, we identified a subset of CRC cases that exhibited familial clustering in excess of
that expected for all CRC cases in general, which may represent a genetically homogeneous subset of CRC.
METHODS: Using a new familial aggregation method referred to as the subset genealogic index of familiality (subsetGIF),
combined with detailed information from a statewide tumor registry, we identified a subset of CRC cases that exhibited excess
familial clustering above that expected for CRC: CRC cases who had at least one other primary tumor at a different site.
A genome-wide linkage analysis was performed on a set of high-risk CRC pedigrees that included multiple CRC cases with
additional primaries to identify evidence for predisposition loci.
RESULTS: A total of 13 high-risk CRC pedigrees with multiple CRC cases with other primary cancers were identified. Linkage
analysis identified one pedigree with a significant linkage signal at 22q11 (LOD (logarithm (base 10) of odds)¼ 3.39).
CONCLUSIONS: A predisposition gene or variant for CRC that also predisposes to other primary cancers likely resides on
chromosome 22q11. The ability to use statewide population genealogy and tumor registry data was critical to identify an
informative subset of CRC cases that is possibly more genetically homogeneous than CRC in general, and may have improved
statistical power for predisposition locus identification in this study.
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INTRODUCTION

The etiology of colorectal cancer (CRC) includes several well-
established genetic factors,1–4 yet it is likely that additional
predisposition variants remain to be discovered. Although the
influence of genetic susceptibility to CRC is well documen-
ted,5–7 a central difficulty in the identification of the genetic
factors influencing CRC is the inability to adequately cope with
the phenotypic heterogeneity present in all complex diseases.
To overcome this difficulty, a strategy to identify genetically
homogenous subsets of CRC based on data stored in the
Utah Cancer Registry (UCR) and linked to population
genealogy records from the Utah Population Database
(UPDB) was devised to identify subsets of CRC cases
showing significantly more relatedness than expected for all
CRC cases. It is hypothesized that genetic analysis of these
homogeneous pedigrees can be informative for predisposition
gene identification.

The genealogical index of familiality (GIF) method that tests
for a significant excess of relatedness of a set of cases
compared with sets of matched population controls8 was
modified. For the modification, the relatedness of the subset of
CRC cases of interest was compared with matched controls
selected from all CRC cases, rather than from the population.

This subsetGIF method allows for prioritization of potential
endotypes for prioritization of pedigrees and cases for genetic
mapping studies. The endotypes explored were based on
information about cancer characteristics at the time of
diagnosis, such as stage and grade, as documented in UCR
records.

Our approach identified one particular subset of CRC cases
that exhibited a significant excess of familial clustering above
that observed for CRC in general. The subset with the
strongest evidence of increased familial clustering is CRC
cases who also have at least one additional primary tumor at
another cancer site. This subset of CRC cases may represent
a more genetically homogeneous endotype of CRC; a study
focus on these cases and pedigrees may be more statistically
powerful for genetic mapping because of enhanced pheno-
type refinement.

To map predisposition loci contributing to CRC that present
with multiple primary cancers, we identified informative high-
risk CRC pedigrees from a previous study of over 270 Utah
high-risk common CRC pedigrees who did not show patterns
associated with hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer.
Each pedigree included at least three sampled CRC cases
who each had at least one additional independent primary.
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In total, 96 cases in 13 such high-risk CRC pedigrees were
selected. Genome-wide genotyping with dense single-nucleo-
tide polymorphisms (SNPs) was performed in the 96 CRC
already sampled cases in these pedigrees. Parametric
linkage analysis identified statistically significant evidence
for linkage at cytogenetic band 22q11.1.

METHODS

The Utah population database. The UPDB contains
genealogical and demographic data representing the Utah
population from the mid-1800s. The genealogy data have
been record-linked to several statewide data resources
including the UCR and vital statistics records. The genealogy
records in the UPDB span up to 15 generations. The original
genealogy was completed in the 1970s and included 1.6
million genealogy records for the Utah pioneers and their
descendants.8 The UPDB genealogy data have since been
expanded to include current generations through the inclu-
sion of vital statistics records. It now contains 9 million
individual records, not all of which represent genealogy data.
Analysis was restricted to the 1.3 million individuals in the
UPDB who have at least 12 of their 14 immediate ancestors
in order to mitigate biases that may be incurred from
including people who have few relationships represented.
The Utah population is genetically representative of Northern
Europeans9 and has the same (low) inbreeding levels as
other areas of the United States.10 The UCR is a statewide
cancer registry that became a National Cancer Institute
Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End-Results (SEER) regis-
try in 1973 and has tracked the occurrence of all cancer
cases occurring in Utah by law since 1966. All cases have
histopathologic confirmation and only independent primary
cancers are reported.

Identifying genetically homogeneous subsets of CRC.
The GIF is a familial aggregation technique that can be used
to measure the extent of familial clustering among a cohort of
cases relative to expected level of relatedness as estimated
in the UPDB population. The GIF statistic for a set of indivi-
duals is the average of the kinship coefficient estimated for
each pair of cases in the set.11 To perform the GIF analysis,
the GIF average relatedness statistic is calculated for the set
of cases of interest. Then, an empirical distribution of average
relatedness is estimated from 1,000 sets of matched controls,
matched on age (5-year birth cohort), sex, and birthplace (in or
out of Utah). The distribution of average relatedness from the
1,000 matched controls sets represents the expected related-
ness in the UPDB population and can be compared with the
case GIF for an empirical test of the hypothesis of no excess
relatedness in the set of cases of interest. Diseases with
significant excess relatedness are more likely to have
predisposing genetic factors that contribute to the observed
familial clustering.

We hypothesized that it may be possible to identify a subset
of CRC cases based on some clinically relevant character-
istics that demonstrates a higher level of relatedness than all
CRC cases. The SubsetGIF method was used to perform the
analysis (Nelson et al.12). The SubsetGIF analysis is a

modification of the GIF analysis that has an additional
matching requirement that the controls are themselves CRC
cases. The additional matching requirement removes con-
founding that may exist between the subset in question and
familial excess that is due to the heritability of CRC more
generally. For instance, in order to show that a subset of CRC
cases with some characteristic has a heritable component,
the subsetGIF statistic must exceed the GIF for all CRC
cancer cases taken together, otherwise the observed cluster-
ing may simply be an artifact of the heritable nature of CRC
itself. The SubsetGIF method was employed in order to
identify subsets of CRC that are potentially more genetically
homogeneous than CRC in general.

We analyzed several subsets of CRC cases defined by data
available from tumor records in the UCR. Characteristics
considered included age at diagnosis, presence of multiple
primaries (either CRC or other primaries), stage at diagnosis,
grade at diagnosis, survival months after diagnosis, and body
mass index.

Pedigree identification. Since 1980, over 4,000 individuals
were recruited and sampled in 272 Utah high-risk CRC
pedigrees identified in the UPDB. A high-risk CRC pedigree
is defined as a set of descendants of a founder in which there
is a statistically significant excess of CRC cases observed
compared with the expected number of CRC cases based on
age-, sex-, and birth state-corrected rates of CRC estimated
from the UPDB. Previously studied high-risk CRC pedigrees
with at least three CRC cases with additional primary cancers
were selected for analysis.

Genotyping. Study subjects were genotyped at the Uni-
versity of Utah Health Sciences Center DNA Sequencing and
Genomics Core Facility on the Illumina 720K Omni-Express
SNP platform (San Diego, CA, USA). Typical quality control
measures were applied to all genotype data before analysis
(removal of individuals with low call rates (o98% of
genotypes called); exclusion of SNPs with low call rates
(o98%), with low minor allele frequencies (o1%), without all
3 genotypes observed, or with significant deviation from
Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium in controls (Po0.01)) identified
using Plink software.13

The presence of linkage disequilibrium between markers in
a linkage analysis can artificially inflate LOD (logarithm (base
10) of odds) scores because certain alleles are more
frequently encountered than expected by chance that (falsely)
increases the likelihood that they were inherited from a
common ancestor. To remedy this, the set of 720 k SNPs was
reduced to a non-linkage disequilibrium set before linkage
analysis by removing SNPs that exceed an R2 threshold of 0.1
and heterozygosity of 40.3. Previous analyses have demon-
strated that this strategy results in an ideal set of B27,000
genome-wide SNPs for linkage without loss of information.14

Linkage analysis. Linkage analysis was conducted using a
robust parametric multipoint LOD score, referred to as the
TLOD.15,16 The LOD score is essentially a likelihood ratio
test comparing the probability that a trait is linked with a
genetic marker or not. The LOD score has a known
distribution and provides a signal showing the strength of
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cosegregation of a trait and an observed genetic marker
through a pedigree. The multipoint LOD score uses informa-
tion from several markers at once to inform the likelihood
estimation that linkage between the trait and the marker is
more likely than independent segregation of both. However,
the multipoint LOD score is typically underpowered in the
presence of model parameter misspecification concerning
the mode of inheritance or the sporadic rate.16 The TLOD
statistic is comparable to the multipoint LOD score in that it
uses multipoint information to estimate the likelihood function
at genetic marker loci, but is superior in that it also optimizes
the likelihood function over the recombination fraction (theta),
similar to conventional two-point linkage score. The inclusion
of the additional parameter, theta, allows for the statistic to
absorb model misspecification, particularly with regard to
the sporadic rate. McLink software was used for linkage
analyses, a package specifically designed to analyze
extended pedigrees and incorporating the TLOD statistic.17

A statistically powerful general parametric modeling strategy
including a dominant and a recessive model was pursued.18

The conventional thresholds for interpreting LOD scores
were used (3.3 for significant and 1.89 for suggestive).19 In
an analysis of all pedigrees simultaneously (assuming a
common predisposition locus exists among multiple pedi-
grees), evidence was combined across pedigrees using the
heterogeneity LOD score function20 applied to the TLOD
statistic (het-TLOD). High het-TLOD scores are an indication
that multiple pedigrees are contributing evidence for linkage
at a given genetic locus. Each pedigree was assumed to be
singly informative for linkage and was also analyzed
separately.

This study was approved by the University of Utah
Institutional Review Board as of 1996.

RESULTS

Identifying genetically homogeneous subsets of CRC.
There were 8,277 CRC cases with genealogy data in the
UPDB. Traditional GIF analysis of all CRC cases showed
evidence of significant excess relatedness compared with
the Utah populations (Po0.001, Table 1). Traditional GIF
analysis of the various CRC subsets considered also
concluded that most of the subsets of cases exhibited
relatedness in excess of expected when they were compared
with randomly matched controls from the UPDB (Table 1,
traditional GIF P value). These traditional GIF results do not
allow discrimination of whether any subset is more valuable
for predisposition gene identification.

Subsets of CRC cases selected were based on available
data concerning various characteristics available from tumor
records in the UCR. The subsets of CRC cases that were
analyzed and the available sample sizes are shown in Table 1.

The SubsetGif analysis identified several CRC subsets with
significant evidence for excess relatedness, including early
diagnosis (P¼ 0.001), CRC and other cancer primaries
(P¼ 0.002), and multiple independent CRC primaries
(P¼ 0.002). Both early diagnosed CRCs and multiple
independent CRC primaries have previously been suggested
as characteristics associated with CRCs more likely to be due

to an inherited predisposition.21–23 However, the subset of
CRC cases with at least one primary cancer of another site
has not been previously identified to be of interest. These
findings indicate that this subset of CRC cases are observed
to cluster more than expected in relatives.

Selection of study participants for genotyping. A total of
13 pedigrees met the inclusion criteria of exhibiting a
statistical excess of CRC and having at least 3 previously
sampled CRC cases with other primary tumors. Details about

Table 1 GIF results for subsets of CRC

Category of CRC cases n

Traditional
GIF

P value
SubsetGIF

P value

All CRCa 8,277 o0.001 NA
Early diagnosis (o50 years) 682 o0.001 0.001
Distant stage at diagnosis 1,527 o0.001 0.35
Grade at diagnosis (3 or 4) 1,260 0.121 0.939
CRC and Z1 primary cancer
of another site

1,549 o0.001 0.002

Multiple independent primary
CRCs

270 o0.001 0.003

Long survival (4240 months) 641 0.004 0.107
Short survival (o10 months) 1,918 0.009 0.964
Under and normal weight
(BMI o25 kg/m2)

1,328 0.002 0.287

Obese (BMI 430 kg/m2) 858 o0.001 0.073

BMI, body mass index; CRC, colorectal cancer; GIF, genealogic index of
familiality; NA, not applicable.
aFor the analysis of all CRC cases, control sets were selected from the
population. For all other subsets, controls were selected from the set of all CRC
cases (SubsetGIF method).

Table 2 Characteristics of 13 pedigrees containing a significant excess of
colorectal cancer (CRC) and including multiple CRC cases with at least one
other primary tumor at another site

No. of CRC cases
with at least one
other primarya

Other cancer sites
observed in CRC
cases diagnosed with
at least one other
primary

Total
no. of
CRC
cases

Total no. of
genotyped
cases

3 Breast, lip, stomach 6 5
3 Prostate 5 5
3 Breast, prostate,

melanoma
6 5

3 Prostate, stomach 5 5
3 Prostate, thyroid, lip 8 8
3 Breast, prostate 13 11
4 Lip, prostate, stomach 8 8
3 Breast, prostate 5 5
3 Breast, prostate,

lymphoma
5 3

3 Prostate, lymphoma,
stomach

3 3

3 Breast, lymphoma,
thyroid

3 3

3 Breast, gallbladder,
bladder

3 3

4 Breast, prostate,
lymphoma

4 2

aNot all CRC cases with at least one other primary tumor had samples available
for genotyping.
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these pedigrees are given in Table 2. A total of 9 different
primary tumors were observed, with the 2 most common
cancers in the UPDB, prostate cancer and breast cancer,
occurring in 10 and 8 of the pedigrees, respectively.

Linkage results. The results of the genome-wide linkage
analysis for all pedigrees using the het-TLOD statistic and
dominant and recessive general models are graphically
depicted in Figure 1. No het-TLOD scores exceeded the
threshold for suggestive evidence for linkage (het-TLOD
41.9), showing no significant evidence for multiple pedi-
grees linked to a specific region. Because many Utah pedi-
grees are singly informative for linkage, we also considered
evidence for linkage by pedigree.

In the analysis of individual pedigrees, one pedigree
achieved genome-wide significance at 22q11.1 (TLOD¼
3.39). A 1-LOD unit support interval defines a region of
interest from 4.1 to 15.3 cM (17.7 to 21.4 Mbp). Figure 2 shows
this pedigree, including the affected pedigree members who

share a haplotype at the linked locus for the pedigree, and
indicates which CRC cases have been diagnosed with
additional primaries of a different site. There were no other
linked pedigrees (TLOD 40.588) in the region.

To determine whether the CRC cases in the 13 high-risk
subset pedigrees with an excess of multiple primary cancers
at other sites were similar to all CRC cases in the UPDB
(n¼ 8,277), we compared the two groups for several
characteristics including body mass index, stage, grade, age
at diagnosis, and survival. The CRC cases in the subset
pedigrees had a statistically shorter survival (mean subset
survival¼ 78 months; mean CRC survival¼ 103 months;
t-test P value¼ 4E� 6), and a statistically younger age at
diagnosis (mean subset age at diagnosis¼ 66.3 years; mean
CRC age at diagnosis¼ 69.3 years; t-test P value¼ 4E� 5),
but were not different with respect to stage, grade, or body
mass index. The 8 CRC cases in the linked pedigree had an
average age at diagnosis of 61 years (P¼ 0.06 compared with
all cases); average survival of 191 months (P¼ 0.24
compared with all cases); and 2/8 cases classified as
overweight, obese, or morbidly obese (P¼ 0.26 compared
with the distribution for all cases). Survival time after CRC
diagnosis and age at diagnosis of CRC might not be
independent of the presence of multiple independent
primaries.

DISCUSSION

The genetic contribution to CRC is well recognized and
many high-risk CRC pedigree studies have been performed.
We hypothesize that genetic heterogeneity, even within high-
risk pedigrees, could have added considerable noise to any
signal of linkage. We present a method identifying subsets of
CRC cases with the most evidence for excess familial
clustering. This new approach has identified homogeneous
informative high-risk CRC pedigrees on which to focus gene
identification studies. Analysis of these pedigrees provides
significant evidence for a CRC predisposition gene on
chromosome 22 that also predisposes to primary cancers of
other sites.

The ability to identify such cohorts requires the availability of
several key data types in one resource: population genealogy
records (such as that available from the UPDB), rich
phenotype data (such as that available from the UCR), and
a large cohort of sampled cancer cases and their relatives
such as is available in the Utah family study. The selection of
high-risk CRC pedigrees with a statistical excess of a
potentially more genetically homogeneous subset of cases
can be extended to other phenotype settings in this and other
similar resources.

The significantly linked region of chromosome 22q11 has
been previously implicated in contributing to metastasis of
colorectal cancer, usually observed as chromosomal rear-
rangements.24–29 Furthermore, one previous study identified
nominal evidence for CRC linkage to chromosome 22q11 in
the Swedish population.30

The 1-LOD support interval for the linkage evidence on
chromosome 22q11 spans a gene-rich 3.7 Mb region of the
genome. The region contains several genes that are known to
be involved in the regulation of the cell division cycle, including

* * *

Figure 2 Representation of the pedigree with significant evidence for linkage at
chromosome 22q11. Solid filled nodes indicate haplotype carriers diagnosed with
colorectal cancer (CRC), and those with an asterisk indicate the CRC cases with
primary tumors at other cancer sites. Sex has been intentionally obscured to prevent
identification.

1

0

1

0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 X

Figure 1 Genome-wide heterogeneity-TLOD scores for all pedigrees combined
for general dominant (solid line) and recessive (dashed line) models.
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CDC45 (cell division cycle homolog 45, which is required for
DNA replication31), SEPT5 (septin 5, the disruption of which is
shown to produce polyploid cells32), and GNB1L (guanine
nucleotide binding protein, which has been shown to be
involved in many cellular regulatory activities including cell
cycle progression, gene regulation, and apoptosis33). The
region also contains several tumor suppressors including BID
(a cell death activator that has been implicated in colon
cancer34), BCL2L13 (an apoptosis facilitator implicated in the
progression of leukemia35), and AIFM3 (apoptosis-inducing
factor associated with mitochondrial function36). The region
also contains a potential oncogene, CRKL,37 and a transcrip-
tion coactivator of RNA polymerase II, MED15,38 both of
which have been proposed as contributing to the progression
of various cancers.

Several genes spread across the region of interest are
related to DiGeorge Syndrome, the features of which include
arrested cardiac, craniofacial, and mental development.
DiGeorge Syndrome typically results from constitutional
rearrangements at the 22q11 locus. There are several
reported associations of DiGeorge syndrome with various
cancers.39–42

This identification of linkage evidence for a new CRC
predisposition locus that includes predisposition for other
cancers, to date observed in 1 of 13 pedigrees (8%), could
lead to identification of new genes or variants responsible for
CRC and other cancers. Although it is always likely that
environmental effects have contributed to the familial cluster-
ing observed, the evidence for the contribution of a genetic
contribution to the subset of CRC observed in this study is
significant. These results warrant further investigation of this
locus to identify the responsible causal variants. The results
also support the general approach used here of identifying
homogeneous subsets and restricting analysis to a limited set
of informative pedigrees.
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Study Highlights

WHAT IS CURRENT KNOWLEDGE

| The genetic factors influencing colon cancer are not
completely known.

WHAT IS NEW HERE

| Significant statistical evidence suggests that a genetic
predisposition locus exists on chromosome 22q11 that
predisposes to colorectal cancer as well as other primary
cancers.
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